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clue about why exactly you would need a room for that. The simplest explanation is that you just want to store orders and stuff.
But this would also mean that there are no orders in the Commonwealth. If the State Room is really needed, I'd like to know
why. A: The state room is used for storing important orders that you would want to record somewhere that only the PC has

access to. For example, I had the character Eric be in charge of setting up the barbershop that the PC needs to make money in
order to survive. Normally you would just tell the player "wait outside" as the barbershop location is far from where you are.
However, I had the player be in a nearby mission (similar to the one the PC took in VC) and have a State Room where I can
store important orders for the barbershop while it is being set up. There are two special characters that require access to the

State Room. The first is a character that you hire for the PC, but they do not have access to the State Room. Another one is your
second roleplaying companion. If you have the character DLC pack at this point, you can access the State Room via your second

companion. These special characters are often either contractors or companions that only you see and communicate with. In
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